Firstly, this paper introduces the research background of fractal theory. Secondly, the article gives the definition of fractal dimension, and introduces the calculation method of fractal dimension through examples. At last, the paper discusses the fractal structure of several kinds of typical buildings. And then it is proved that the fractal geometry has a deep influence on the development of architecture in the aspects of epistemology and methodology.
INTRODUCTION
The basic characteristic of fractal theory [1] is to describe and discuss objective things from two aspects of fractal dimension and mathematical method. In short, it uses fractal, fractal and mathematical tools to describe and study objective things. It is different from what we usually call "one-dimensional" and "two-dimensional", and jump out of the framework of three-dimensional four-dimensional, closer to the authenticity of things, in line with the objectivity and complexity of things [2] .
In 1981, in the journal Physics Review Letters, two American scientists, T.A. Witten and L.M. Sander, published a diffusion limited aggregation model, referred to as the DLA model, and elaborated on it. From the late twentieth century to the present, "Fractal" has entered a high-speed development stage. In this continuous development, the theory of fractal is constantly improved and supplemented, as in [3] - [6] .
Fractal theory is a new science, application in architecture design is mainly based on the application of fractal based on the characteristics (such as fractal, self similarity and fractal generation etc.), in addition to the characteristic type of aesthetics for reference application. In the world of architecture [7] , it is embodied in architectural surface design, architectural space layout planning and architectural aesthetic evaluation, etc.
DEFINITION AND APPLICATION OF FRACTAL DIMENSION

Definition of Fractal Dimension
Fractal theory is a new branch of modern mathematics, but its essence is a new world outlook and methodology. Fractal dimension reflects the validity of space occupied by complex forms, and it is a measure of the irregularity of complex forms.
So far, the dimensions used by people usually have two meanings: 1. Dimensions in Euclidean space (D=0, 1, 2, 3, 4) 2. The number of variables contained in a dynamical system
The Calculation Method of Fractal Dimension
Fractal dimension mainly describes the most important parameters of fractal. Fractal dimension. Usually in Euclidean geometry, a straight line or curve is 1 dimensional, plane or sphere is 2 dimensional, with length, width and height of the body is 3 dimensional; however, such as fractal coastline, complexity of the Koch curve, shoot Erbinsiji sponge can not equal to 1, 2, 3 dimension this number value description.
We can see that they are fractal geometry, fractal dimension which contains integer dimension, while the static characteristics of integer dimension can be used to describe the geometry and geometry is described by fractional dimension dynamic changes.
If the above is understood as a dynamic behavior or phenomenon in nature, then the fractal dimension describes the nature of natural phenomena, which consists of small, fragmentary local features that make up the behavior of the whole system. Formula for calculating fractal dimension
where ε is the length of the cube, N（ε） is the number that is covered by the small cube and the dimension formula means that the dimension of the body is determined by covering the measured body with a small cube whose length is epsilon. For regular regular objects, the number of lines required to cover a unit . From the three equations visible dimension formula also applies to the dimension of meaning often. The dimension of Koch curve can be calculated by using the dimension formula d=1.2618, and the dimension of Sher Pinsky sponged= 2.7268. For random fractals, different approximations can be used to calculate them, and some appropriate methods can also be used to measure them.
Definition of Similar Dimension
First, The concept of similarity dimension is often introduced in fractal geometry. The definition of the similarity between Hausdorff dimension and fractal dimension is more precise, and the definition of similar dimension is more intuitive and easy to understand. The similarity dimension is the fractal dimension which is obtained by the self similarity of fractals. We can understand this: as above (Figure 2-1) shows we combine the length of side length of L segment, square, cube and expanded to 2L, we can see there is a set of relationships in Figure 2 between the number of similar objects produced with magnification, the formula: the B amplification M, is similar to the total number of objects, the object corresponding to the dimension D.
STUDY ON THE FRACTAL DIMENSION OF ARCHITECTURE
The fractal theory since it was born that day and applied research are inseparable, it offers a wide range of applications, from the molecule to the universe, from natural science and social science, which has self similarity of fractal phenomenon there exists. Here are a brief list of some of the applications in various disciplines. We mainly study the application of fractal dimension in architecture, and some other brief introduction.
Such as the application of fractal dimension in Engineering Technology: the application of fractal theory in tribology, and the application of fractal theory in fatigue fracture analysis. Applications in food science and Engineering: fractal applications in the selection of food and medicinal plants, unit operations such as agglomeration, crystallization and filtration, classification of agricultural products, and characteristics of food or agricultural materials.
For example, Tokyo Tod`s Omotesando building (Figure 3-1) to the outer surface of the external wall imitation branch of fractal, although more trees in general scale is too large, but as the outer wall of building, white texture and shape for easy branches of visual perception. In addition, the use of fractal design of the exterior of the building can create strange and intense artistic tension, which gives people a fresh and refreshing feeling. "Self similarity" is not only reflected in the architectural components and monomer, and contained in some Chinese city design since our ancestors generations left to the traditional city, it is a very standard, very simple quadrilateral fractal and its spatial form has obvious "Yuantao academy" feature, in Changan city in Tang Dynasty (Figure 3-2) for example, is divided into four levels, city square, school, house, self similar is isomorphic different levels of scale.
